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Stark Units
EDDARD’S HONOR GUARD

Q: Do Eddard’s Honor Guard redeploy in Game Modes which use 
those rules?

A: No, Eddard’s Honor Guard have the Character keyword and thus cannot 
be redeployed if destroyed.

STARK SWORN SWORDS

Q: Can I use Stark Fury in combination with other Abilities and/or 
Tactics Cards that trigger before Attack dice are rolled, or does it fall 
under using multiple voluntary effects?

A:  Yes. Stark Fury may be used in this case. While choosing to gain the 
bonuses in exchange for taking damage is optional, the choice must always be 
made each time the unit attacks, making it a mandatory effect. 

STARK OUTRIDERS

Q: Does Rapid Assault trigger if another zone replaces its own 
effect with that of the   zone?

A:  No. Rapid Assault will only trigger if the Outriders are targeted by the
  zone specifically. Also note that, should the  zone’s effect itself be 

changed, and then target the Outriders, Rapid Assault may be used to replace 
whatever the new effect is with a free Charge action (if the owner so chooses).

Stark Attachments
BRAN AND HODOR (PROTECTOR AND WARD)

Q: Do the automatic hits from Bran’s Skinchanging gain the 
Weapon Abilities of the unit he is in (assuming I target them with 
the Ability)?

A: Yes, these additional hits are treated as originating from the unit 
(Rulebook, pg. 12), and thus gain all applicable Abilities, effects, etc.

EDDARD STARK (LORD OF WINTERFELL)

Q: When exactly is the trigger for Order: For the North?

A: For the North is used before Attack dice are rolled (and thus shares the 
same trigger with any similar effects/cards). Note that means restoring these 
wounds can impact the amount of attack dice the unit rolls.

RODRIK CASSEL (MASTER-AT-ARMS)

Q: How do Martial Training and Expose Opening interact?

A: Expose Opening requires a Vulnerable token to be on the enemy unit when 
the attack action is declared. By the time Martial Training would add one, the 
time to use Expose Opening has passed.

SWORN SWORD CAPTAIN

Q: Can I use the Vulnerable token from Martial Training on the 
same attack that places it?

A: Yes, the token is placed “after Attack dice are rolled”. Expending a 
Vulnerable token would only happen after the defender rolls their Defense 
dice- a much later step in the attack
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Stark Tactic Cards
DEVASTATING IMPACT

Q: When exactly during the Charge do I use this card?

A: Devastating Impact must be played when the Charge is declared (and thus 
shares the same trigger with any similar effects/cards).

DIREWOLF’S FERVOR

Q: Can I use this card after rolling my Panic Test?

A: No, Direwolf ’s Fervor must be played before the dice are rolled for the 
Panic Test. 

MARTIAL SUPERIORITY (RODRIK CASSEL, MASTER-
AT-ARMS)

Q: When exactly during the attack do I use this card?

A: Martial Superiority is used before Attack dice are rolled (and thus shares 
the same trigger with any similar effects/cards). 

NORTHERN FEROCITY

Q: When exactly during the attack do I use this card?

A: Northern Ferocity is used before Attack dice are rolled (and thus shares the 
same trigger with any similar effects/cards). 

RIDE-BY ATTACK (BRYDEN TULLY, OUTRIDER 
COMMANDER)

Q: Does the attack generated by this card benefit from Flank/Rear 
bonuses? If so, how are they determined?

A: Yes. Determine Flank/Rear bonuses from the Line of Sight Arc 
the Cavalry unit began the action in. 

WINTER IS COMING

Q: Can my opponent respond to this card being played with Orders 
and Tactics cards?

A: Winter is Coming only prevents Orders/Tactics cards once it has resolved, 
so there is a brief window where enemy Orders/Tactics cards can be played 
against it; Specifically, effects with the trigger “When an opponent plays 
a Tactics card” (such as Counterplot, for example, which has a chance to 
cancel Winter is Coming entirely, or if an opponent had an Order with a 
similar effect). 
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